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Alma, a Sisram Medical Company, Launches Breakthrough ClearSkin PRO
Doubling the power of previous solutions, ClearSkin PRO provides visibly younger looking skin

HONG KONG, February 6th, 2020 – Sisram Medical Ltd (“Sisram” or “the Company”) (Hong Kong:
1696), an investment holding company specializing in medical technology for healthcare, today
announced wholly owned subsidiary Alma’s launch of ClearSkin PRO, a breakthrough applicator
featuring twice the power of previous solutions, resulting in visibly younger looking skin.
Unveiled during the IMCAS World Congress in Paris, ClearSkin PRO delivers up to 3000 mJ of nonablative laser energy per pulse - double the power of existing treatments, to provide proven and
remarkable skin rejuvenation results . ClearSkin PRO's unique features include zero downtime, yearround treatments and superior procedure safety for all skin types.
ClearSkin PRO utilizes a non-ablative Er:Glass 1540nm laser with simultaneous contact cooling to
create columns of coagulation, promote new dermis synthesis and regenerate the extra cellular
matrix while leaving the epidermis intact and maintaining a high level of safety.
Launched together with a new Harmony XL PRO Special Edition, the combination of the two – the
long-proven, renewed best-seller multiplatform and the innovative applicator, opens a new era for
skin rejuvenation treatments, combining the strongest thermal effect with an already clinically
proven array of applicators for holistic treatment approach.
“ClearSkin PRO is a significant evolutionary development, offering enhanced clinical capabilities on
top of existing solutions, adding real value to practitioners' clinical portfolio" said Lior Dayan, CEO of
Sisram.
"ClearSkin PRO definitely offers something unique. Its high level of energy enables much more
powerful treatments, and the results are clearly apparent. This is a significant development which
adds real value to my clinic, and exceedingly better results for my patients,” said Dr. Pablo Naranjo,
medical director of Elite laser clinic Madrid, Spain.
###
About Sisram Medical Ltd
Sisram Medical Ltd (1696.HK), the first Israeli company listed on the Hong Kong Exchange
Main Board, was established in 2013 for the acquisition of Alma, a leading provider of energybased surgical and medical aesthetics solutions, ranked No. 1 in the People's Republic of China and
one of the top 5 global leaders in its industry. Sisram Medical is majority held by Fosun Pharma, a
leading health & medical industry group in China.
Sisram Medical –Enhancing Quality of Life.
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